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The Flowering of Christ / Resurrection 12 
Sunday, October 9, 2022 4:30 am 

1. Good day to all. You never know who you might run into. I’m pleased to share this sacred 

time with the world’s first core group of Christs. Each one of you does amazing work in your 

own creative and unique ways. Christ doesn’t wear a company uniform. Every Christ presents 

their true Self as it is, however, that may be. It is the path of the individualist and not the 

conformist. Conformity denies the gifts of individuality but love only enhances them. 

2. The second power of Christ is the power to stop suffering, which comes in many forms. 

Suffering comes from resistance to love and can be from not accepting an outcome or situation, 

experiencing the loss of a relationship of any type, or dealing with a severe illness, just to name 

a few. When Christ gives a blessing, it gives more power to a soul to counter the effects of 

suffering. 

3. Once again, we must apply this power to ourselves to really come to terms with it and 

understand it. How have you been able to release suffering in your past and come to an 

acceptance of a situation, however difficult? If you are of a certain age, you should be able to 

generate a list with at least several items. Please invest a little time this week to revisit times of 

suffering in your life and the blessings that may have appeared out of nowhere to help you to 

release suffering. What form did the blessing take? How did your soul step in to help you as a 

character? Did a new opportunity arise? Did a new person appear in your life? Did money 

suddenly appear? Did a new medicine regimen start to produce results? Dig deep, Christs. I 

want you to deeply understand your own power, with great clarity and conviction. 

4. Until next week, only love. 

5. Love, Mother Mary 

End Time: 4:55 am 

The Ten Powers of Christ and all scenarios can be found in A Journey into the Unknown, Book 
11S: A Shock to the System.  

http://journeyhub.cocreatingclarity.org/
http://journeymessages.cocreatingclarity.org/a-shock-to-the-system
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Secrets of Christ 13 
Sunday, October 9, 2022 5:00 am 

1. As presented by Mary Magdalene. 

2. To not believe in coincidence is to believe in purpose. God’s hand is involved in even the most 

rudimentary aspects of life. Take a good look around you and see what love is manifesting. 

End Time: 5:03 am 


